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GFLO Choke valves offer superior performance and erosion 

protection in high pressure drop liquid, gas and 2-phase flow 

applications.

The GFLO Choke Multi Orifice trim consists of carefully engineered 

diametrically opposed holes that are designed to divide the process 

into a number of flow streams.  These flow streams are directed into 

the centre of the trim, where opposing streams collide, dissipating 

the throttling energy within the flow stream itself at the centre of the 

trim, away from valve components.

The inherent flow over design of the GFLO Choke angle body 

together with the use of Hardened trim materials further ensure valve 

components are protected from erosion and wear. 

Technical Data
 
Body type: .........................Angle, Globe
Size: .................................1.0” to 12.0”
Rating: ..............................Up to API 10,000
End Connection: ...............Flanged, Butt Weld
Body Material: ...................WCB, LCC, 316SS, Duplex SS
Gland Packing:  .................PTFE, Grafoil
Trim:  ................................Stellite, Duplex SS,  Tungsten Carbide.
Characteristics:  ................Linear, Bi-Linear, =%
Actuator: ...........................Manual, Pneumatic Spring Cylinder. 
Shut off class:  ...................ANSI Class V. 
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15A Randor Street Campbellfield, Victoria 3061 Australia

Tel:  +61 3 9357 6555  |  Fax: +61 3 9357 6566  |  Email: sales@mascot-industrial.com  |  Web: www.mascot-industrial.com

The contents of this brochure are provided for informational purposes only.  Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information and specifications 
provided, they are not to be construed as warranties or guarantees, express or implied, regarding any matter in relation to this product. 

MASCOT Industrial reserves the right to modify or improve designs and as such the information and specifications provided in this brochure are subject to change without notice.
MASCOT Industrial does not accept responsibility for the selection, use and maintenance of any product. Responsibility for the selection, use and maintenance of any product 

remains with the purchaser and end user. 


